
Hink Pinks 
A hink pink is a clue with a two word answer that rhymes. 

Example:  clue:  chubby feline      answer:  fat cat 

Here are more hink pink clues.  See if you can find the answer for each. 

 

 

Clues        Answers 
50% giggle                     half laugh 

happy father                                                     ___________________ 

paperback thief                 ___________________                                           

lengthy tune                                                       ___________________                                              

light red drink                                                          ___________________                                        

fast elevator                                                        ___________________                                                 

plastic serpent                                                     ___________________                                                     

raining tulips                                                     ___________________ 

penny that’s not flat                                                 ___________________ 

huge hog                                                                ___________________ 

baby bird that’s ill                                                    ___________________ 

a yell during a nightmare                                           ___________________ 

angry employer                                                        ___________________                                               
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Hink Pinks 
A hink pink is a clue with a two word answer that rhymes. 

Example:  clue:  chubby feline      answer:  fat cat 

Here are more hink pink clues.  See if you can find the answer for each. 

 

 

Clues        Answers 
50% giggle                     half laugh 

large noisy group                                                     ___________________ 

stinging insect that doesn’t cost money             ___________________                                           

silly rabbit                                                       ___________________                                              

a giant’s dinner                                                         ___________________                                        

an autumn sweater                                                    ___________________                                                 

magician’s squash                                                      ___________________                                                     

phony pain                                                      ___________________ 

tiny sphere                                                    ___________________ 

uncovered seat                                                     ___________________ 

a plate for tuna                                                   ___________________ 

a hog dance                                           ___________________ 

smelly finger                                                           ___________________                                               
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Hink Pinks 
A hink pink is a clue with a two word answer that rhymes. 

Example:  clue:  chubby feline      answer:  fat cat 

Here are more hink pink clues.  See if you can find the answer for each. 

 

 

Clues        Answers 
50% giggle                     half laugh 

stomach full of jam                                                   ___________________ 

wet puppy                  ___________________                                           

clever young cat                                                     ___________________                                              

not a fake tire                                                          ___________________                                        

smashed cap                                                    ___________________                                                 

cloudy 24 hours                                                     ___________________                                                     

vehicle belonging to a quacker                                  ___________________ 

a journey by boat                                      ___________________ 

a dog kiss                                                      ___________________ 

farm building for knitting material                    ___________________                          

group at the midday meal                      ___________________ 

heated boat                                                           ___________________                                               
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glad dad                                                     

book crook     

long song                                                    

pink drink 

swift lift 

fake snake                                                   

flower shower                                                 

bent cent 

big pig                                                    

sick chick 

dream scream 

cross boss                                                        
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loud crowd 

free bee 

funny bunny                                                    

beast feast 

fall shawl 

Houdini’s zucchini                                                   

fake ache                                                 

small ball 

bare chair                                                    

fish dish 

pig jig 

stinky pinky                                                        
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jelly belly 

soggy doggy 

witty kitty                                                    

real wheel 

flat hat 

gray day                                                   

duck truck                                                 

ship trip 

pooch smooch                                                    

yarn barn 

lunch bunch 

hot yacht                                                        

Answer Key 


